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Introduction 

What is Dependency Vulnerabilities? 
The Dependency Vulnerabilities expert is included out of the box with Pulse and is used to check for 
the health of any dependencies by determining whether any vulnerabilities have been reported against 
them. 

Why use Dependency Vulnerabilities? 
Third party libraries and dependencies cannot always be scrutinized as thoroughly or efficiently and 
when it is, the information cannot be guaranteed to always be up to date. This tool provides a 
powerful mechanism for determining the health of the dependencies by cross referencing the 
dependency and its version against the National Vulnerability Database (NVD).  

Investigate Dependency Vulnerabilities 
The procedure below describes the steps required to configure the Dependency Vulnerabilities Expert 
to check a common JAR file against the NVD, highlight any vulnerabilities and generated a detailed 
report. For example the Pulse review below reveals the imap.jar file as having certain vulnerabilities. 
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Step 1: Configuring Dimensions CM 

In this step, we will create a stream with a simple text file that contains some C code 

• Login to Dimensions with the Web or Desktop Client 
• Create an empty stream in the QLARIUS product called DEP1 
• Assign an empty work area to the stream, e.g. c:\work\streams\dep1 
• Create a lib directory in the work area, e.g. c:\work\streams\dep1\lib 
• Copy a jar file to c:\work\streams\dep1\lib  

  

Note For example: A jar file was copied from an existing Java installation on Windows 7.  

c:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\lib\missioncontrol\plugins\ 
com.jrockit.mc.alert.ja_5.4.0.162463.jar 

 

Step 2: Create the Suite and Product 

In this step, we will configure Pulse to monitor the stream created in step 1. 

Note Pulse now organizes streams by a hierarchy. Suites can contain one or more products, for 
example, Qlarius Online Insurance and Qlarius Online Banking. A product is a collection of CM streams, 
for example, the product Qlarius Online Insurance contains the streams QLARIUS:HOME, 
QLARIUS:AUTO, and QLARIUS:VACATION. 

 

Tip If a suite containing the product has already been registered then go to Step 3: Add the Expert 
Chain. 

1. Access Pulse by going to http://<server>:8080/pulse 
2. Login as the Pulse administrator  
3. On the left toolbar click on  Suites 
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4. Click on the button New Suite and define the following information: 
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5. Click on the newly defined Suite and click on the Register product button and select Single Product 
from the drop down, the supply a Title, select the existing repository and the existing QLARIUS 
product and click on Register.  

 

6. Click on the newly created Qlarius Sample product link and then click on Register Stream. 

Note Once a product has been registered, Streams are automatically registered when a delivery 
occurs to the stream 

7. Type the string QLARIUS:DEP1 stream and an autocomplete drop down will allow the user to select 
the full name, then click on Save.  

8. Click on the link QLARIUS:DEP1 under the Streams entry, we are now ready to define an expert 
chain. 
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Step 3: Add the Expert Chain 

In this step we will define an expert chain that will contain the Pulse PMD expert. 

Note Experts are plugins to Pulse that are triggered when a delivery is made and generate a report. An 
Expert Chain is a sequence of experts. For example, examine the delivery and run a build. 

1. Access Pulse by going to http://<server>:8080/pulse and login 
2. Access the stream QLARIUS:DEP1. Do this by clicking on Suites in the left hand panel, and clicking in 

the Suite defined, then click on the Product, then click on the stream QLARIUS:DEP1 from the list of 
streams 

3. Click on the Expert Chains option on the left hand side of the screen 
4. Click on the New Expert Chain button 
5. Supply a name and description, the click on Add Expert 
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6. Select Dependency Vulnerabilities from the drop down and specify the expert options as below: 
• Title: Test Dependencies 
• Application Name: MyApp 
• Application version: 14.2 
• Include patterns: lib 

 

• Click on the option Enable Jar analyzer and un-check all the other options 

            
 

7. Click on the Save button. 
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Step 4: Deliver a modification 

In this step we will make a modification to the source and deliver it to create a new changeset for Pulse 
to monitor. 

• Perform a deliver of jar into the PMD1 stream. 
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Step 5: View the Newly Created Changeset Results in Pulse 

In this step we examine the Pulse review and the output generated by the expert.  

1. Return to Pulse and click on Overview from the left hand panel and the click on the review icon for 
the latest changeset: 

 

2. The review panel should show the Test Dependencies call 
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3. Scroll down to the Experts Section and click on the arrow next to Dependency Vulnerabilities: Test 
Dependencies 

4. Click on the arrow next to Findings to reveal any vulnerabilities that have been detected 
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Further task 

As well as the Jar analyzer there is a whole range of other analysis tools that could be used and 
investigated. 

 

 

Further Information 

More information on Dependency Vulnberabilities can be found on: 
https://github.com/jeremylong/DependencyCheck 

More information on Pulse can be found in the online Documentation, go to: 
http://localhost:8080/pulse-help 
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